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This brief text is designed to help both beginning and advanced students of photography better
develop and articulate thoughtful criticism. Organized around the major activities of criticism
(describing, interpreting, evaluating, and theorizing), Criticizing Photographs provides a clear
framework and vocabulary for students' critical skill development.

About the AuthorTerry Barrett is Professor of Art Education, with a joint appointment in the
Department of Art, at The Ohio State University, where he is the recipient of a distinguished
teaching award for courses in criticism and aesthetics within education. He has authored four
books: Interpreting Art: Reflecting, Wondering and Responding; Criticizing Art: Understanding
the Contemporary (2nd ed.); Criticizing Photographs: An Introduction to Understanding Images
(4th ed.); and Talking about Student Art. He edited the anthology Lessons for Teaching Art
Criticism, published articles in Aesthetic Education, Afterimage, Art Education, Exposure,
Camera-Lucida, Dialogue, Cultural Research in Art Education, New Advocate, New Art
Examiner, Studies in Art Education, Teaching Artist Journal, Theory into Practice, Visual Arts
Research, and many chapters in edited books. He is an art critic in education for the Ohio Arts
Council, consults museum education departments, juries exhibitions, and conducts workshops
on studio critiques and writing.
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Lin, “Excellent book. This book is easy to read and understand. Great size and very light to carry.
Must have text to understand and learn about critiquing photographs.”

marie evans, “Book excellent condition. I would like to commend Amazon for sending my book
along with the others that came with this book. I did need this for school and it came before I
needed them for 2/4/13. Keep up the good work and I would like to recommend this book for
any photographers who need a comprehensive book on critizing photos.marie”

Jack Davis, “Okay. Academic book that is what this is, which sometimes they can be enjoyable,
not this one. It does provide insight into the critical world of judging photography. I enjoy this
book, but don't want people running out to buy and leaving me hate mail because they hate it. I
could not recommend to a friend, for it might put them asleep.”

CJ, “Great for. For class. Good price.”

Gerges A Salama, “Four Stars. Thanks”

naturephotophyll, “Every serious photographer must read.. I have read lot of books on
photography techniques, but never a book on thoughts and interpretation of images. This book
has made me think beyond the composition and technical aspect of creating an image.”

Cosmophile, “Excellent Text Book. This book is a must read for anyone seriously studying Fine
Art Photography!!! Terry Barrett is arguably the leading author on photography critique and his
book, Criticizing Photographs is considered the gold standard by many artists.”

Gsavick, “Great Book!. This book wasn't required for my photography classes, but
recommended. What a big help this book is on understanding art/photo images and writing
critiques for my photography classes!  Highly Recommended!”

Photo10KH, “Probably the definitive book on photographic criticism. At £65 this book is
shockingly expensive for an average quality paperback. However, its value is immense and I
would recommend it to anyone seriously interested in photography. Its structured approach to
photographic criticism is well founded in art theory and presented in a readable form which is
easy to apply.In particular, I would like to see it on the mandatory reading list for all camera club
judges.”

Metay, “Invaluable. I am finding this book invaluable in my photography studies. I have always
found it hard to find the right words and method to analyse and criticize both paintings and



photographs. This book has been a real help to me in choosing what to look for and how to
describe what I feel.  Would highly recommend”

Janice Toner, “Necessary for my course. This is one of the books on our reading list at uni. I had
no idea how to look at images "properly" I either liked them, disliked them or had no preference.
Now I have something to say about every image and can express an informed opinion. I can
describe, interpret and evaluate which is exactly what I need to be able to do.”

Gary C, “A great book. A great book and a must for anyone studying photography at city & guilds
or higher qualification. I have found it invaluable.”

Portielady, “Recommended. Recommend to introduction , bought this as first book for my
daughter pre read to starting university”

The book by Deborah Willis has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 83 people have provided feedback.
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